TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Pinot’s Palette organizes upscale team building events and corporate celebrations. Our paint and sip events encourage creativity, teamwork and fun – no art experience required! An energetic atmosphere is fueled by music, laughter and an instructor who’s both artist and entertainer.

Employee satisfaction and retention is closely tied to the strength of team relationships. The fun, relaxed nature of paint and sip is great for team bonding. It’s also an incredible stress reliever!

Top-tier service includes a variety of turnkey options, with every detail tailored to your organization. Planning and setup is flexible and hassle-free, making Pinot’s Palette an easy and memorable choice – perfect for team building activities, client appreciation, fundraising events and holiday parties.

“You not only helped us realize our vision, but you made the experience so much fun!”
—Donna K., Griffith Foods

“The execution was flawless.”
—Cindy L., Starwood Waypoint Homes
UPSCALE EVENT
Expect a well-polished event, including real glassware, gallery lighting and immaculate facilities. We deliver a premium experience that’s also easygoing, upbeat and fun.

CREATIVE FREEDOM
By celebrating personal creativity, we bring out the best in every team member. We focus on giving participants a way to enjoy themselves, rather than getting a perfect painting.

TURNKEY EXPERIENCE
Tell us what you need and we’ll make it happen. Options are available for most group sizes. Catering, bartending and customized playlist services are often included.

SUPERIOR SERVICE
From scheduling to logistics, we’re here for you. We take care of all the details – like table coverings for mobile events, and highly trained artists to make the painting process enjoyable for everyone.

WORK BENEFITS
Paint and sip events have a hidden benefit for employers: Painting encourages the brain to work in new ways, stimulating employees’ creative thinking and problem-solving abilities.
EVENT OPTIONS

Each activity encourages distinct aspects of team building: team bonding, communication, ability to follow directions and creative thinking.

CUSTOM PAINTINGS: You can choose from hundreds of our paintings, or design your own! We’ll work with you to create a custom painting that represents your brand values or company theme.

JIGSAW PAINTING

Your team works on individual canvases, but must work closely together to make sure their canvases line up to create a mural.

CLASSIC PAINT & SIP

This option is all about socializing. Our professionally trained artist will guide everyone step-by-step to create the selected painting.

MYSTERY

Follow directions without knowing what the finished painting will be.

COLLABORATIVE

Guests contribute to a large shared canvas. Great for galas and auctions!

SELF-GUIDED

Guests paint a 10x10 canvas at their leisure, using printed directions.

MUSICAL CHAIRS

Follow the music! Move from canvas to canvas to create shared works of art.
PLAN YOUR EVENT

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?

FIND YOUR LOCAL STUDIO

pinotspalette.com/team-building